


LiGHTSPEED
Episode 7: Let the Wookie win

August 6th 2016, 12:30pm to approx 7:30pm
Players Pack 1.1

Group North Historical Wargames Society is proud to present 
the next instalment of their Fantasy Flight Games X-Wing 
Miniatures Battles' competition. 

In honour of Star Wars The Force Awakens being an excellent 
recycling of the original Star Wars this competition is a 
recycling of already created scenarios except for the bigger and
better battle at the end.

This is a competition of Rebel versus Imperial fleets. Each 
player will be assigned to one force and will only field squads 
for that fleet for all four rounds. Because each mission has 
different requirements you may bring a different fleet to each 
round.

The competition will run for 4 rounds. The rounds will be 
fought as follows:

1. Ambush
2. Den of Thieves
3. Preystalker
4. Major Battle



Prizes have been donated by The Hobby Matrix, Nerdvana 
Games SA and Infinity Games. Prizes are distributed to the 
best pilots on each fleet as well as prizes for the winning side.

The competition starts at 12:30pm and should finish by 7:30pm
however the ending time may vary depending on speed of 
game play during the day.

Entry
Fees are $10 for Group North members and $15 for non-
members. Entries submitted by August 1st are eligible for an 
early entry random prize draw donated by Nerdvana Games. 
Entries can be received on the day in cash up to 12pm.

Electronic payment can be made to the following account:

Account Name: Mr L Holden
Account Number: 4286217

BSB: 805 050

Use your “XW name” as the reference number then email 
details to groupnorthwargame@gmail.com. Alternatively 
request a PayPal invoice by emailing details to the above 
address.

When entering please nominate your preferred faction and if 
you can play the alternative faction. Preference for assigned 
faction is given in order of paid entries.

mailto:groupnorthwargame@gmail.com?subject=X-Wing%20Entry


Game Rules
Copies are available at the Fantasy Flight Games website. The 
rules will be supplemented by the latest FAQ. No Epic or 
Cinematic ships or rules will be allowed unless stated in a 
scenario. No Scum and Villainy ships may be used. Upgrades 
from these packs may be used provided they aren't restricted to 
the Scum and Villainy faction.

Ranking will be based on a swiss ranking of player points. 
Each scenario contains details of tournament points earned. 
Additionally there will be a Margin of Victory value from each 
match as defined in each scenario. Large Ships are worth half 
match points as defined in the normal FFG Tournament Rules.  
The total of Margin of Value, from highest to lowest, is used to 
sort players on identical scenario points.

Each list must be vetted by your opponent and can be checked 
by the Tournament Organiser at a players request. Any invalid 
fleet will forfeit the round giving the opponent a Major Victory 
with perfect Match Points.

Any rules disputes or queries will be resolved by the 
Tournament Organiser. His decision will be correct even if it 
contradicts published FAQ or errata findings. He may take 
advice from players on the interpretation of a rule or condition.

https://images-cdn.fantasyflightgames.com/filer_public/1c/fc/1cfc62b7-6ce3-49a9-ae93-d21326cb9a45/x-wing_faq_v421.pdf
https://www.fantasyflightgames.com/en/products/x-wing/


Mission 1  ambush (force awakens)–
Outnumber and outgunned, a cunning starfighter pilot leads 
his enemies into a minefield. Will it be enough to turn the tide 
of battle, or will superior numbers prevail?

Play time: 75 minutes

Mission Setup
Rebel: 100 points + 6 mine tokens

Imperial: 115 points

The Imperial player chooses three unique asteroid tokens and 
place them, one at a time, into the play area. An asteroid cannot
be placed at Range 1-2 of any edge of the play area or a Range 
1 of another asteroid.

Then the Rebel player takes six mine tokens and places them, 
one at a time, into the play area. A mine token cannot be placed
within Range 1-2 of either player edge, at Range 1-2 of another
mine token, or overlapping an asteroid token.

Then the Imperial player places his ship(s) within Range 1 of 
the Imperial edge. Then the Rebel player places his ships 
within Range 2 of his edge of the play area.

The Rebel player has initiative.

Special Rules
Minefield: At the end of the Combat phase, the Rebel player 
may choose to detonate one or more mine tokens. To detonate a
mine, he rolls three attack dice. Each ship at Range 1 of the 
mine suffers any damage  and critical damage  rolled. 



Then he discards that mine token. The Rebel player may 
measure range from the mine tokens to enemy ships before 
deciding to detonate a mine.

Minesweeping: Mines are treated as obstacles that can be 
attacked, target-locked, damaged and destroyed. Each mine has
a hull value of “2” and an agility value of “0”. Mines can be 
damaged only by critical hits; for each critical damage  a 
mine suffers, place one damage token near that mine instead of 
dealing a Damage card. When there are two or more damage 
tokens near a mine, it is destroyed. A destroyed mine does not 
detonate.

objectives
Victory: Destroy 14 points
more enemy that your own
losses, Major Victory.
Destroy 1 to 13 points more
enemy than your own losses,
Minor Victory. Equal points,
draw.

Each mine destroyed (either
by detonation or Imperial
shooting) is worth 3 points
to the Imperial player.
Margin of Vicotry: These
are calculated as a dogfight
except the difference is
applied to 115 points.



Mission 2  den of thieves (falcon)–
Because of their fundamental role in the Imperial Navy, Sienar 
engineers are vital to the Empire's hold on the galaxy. Their 
ceaseless toil is responsible for the most recent starship 
prototype, currently in transit to rendezvous with the Imperial 
Fleet. Alliance Intelligence discovered it only days ago and 
offered a substantial reward for the prototype's capture. Rebel-
aligned smugglers are prepared to ambush the vulnerable 
shipment, and the modest Imperial escort must safely deliver 
its precious cargo.

Play time: 75 minutes

Mission Setup
Rebel: 100 squad points

Imperial: 100 squad points

The Imperial player places his ships within Range 1-3
of the Imperial edge of the play area and not within
Range 1 of the neutral edges of the play area. Then the
Imperial player chooses two of his ships and assigns
one escort token to each.

Then the Imperial player places three container
tokens within Range 1-3 of the Imperial edge of the
play area. A container token cannot be placed within
Range 1 of the neutral edges of the play area, and it
must be at Range 3 or farther away from each other
container token. The container tokens must be
oriented to face directly toward the Rebel edge of the play area 
as depicted in the setup diagram.



Then the Rebel player places his ships within Range 1
of the Rebel edge or the neutral edges of the play area.
A Rebel ship cannot be placed within Range 1-2 of a
container token. Then the Rebel player assigns the
smuggler token to one of his ships.

Special Rules
Steal Action: The Rebel ship with the smuggler token may 
perform the steal action on a container token within Range 1. 
To perform the steal action, the Rebel player simultaneously 
rolls three attack dice and three defence dice. If he rolls more

 results than  results, he removes the container token from 
the play area and places it next to his Ship cards. If the number 
of  results is equal to or less than the number of  results, 
he places one tracking token on the smuggler's Ship card. Each 
tracking token automatically adds one  result to each future 
steal action roll. The steal action may be performed even if the 
ship has stress tokens.

Containers: Container tokens do not count as ships or 
obstacles, and they cannot be attacked or destroyed. At the start
of the End phase, each container token executes a 2 straight 
manoeuvre toward the Rebel edge. If a container token is 
within Range 1 of one ship with an escort token, it executes a 3
straight manoeuvre instead. If a container token is within 
Range 1 or two ships with escort tokens, it executes a 4 straight
manoeuvre instead.

Escort Tokens: When a ship with an escort token is destroyed, 
the Imperial player may place that token on one of his other 
ships at the end of the End phase. He cannot place it on a ship 
that already has an escort token.



Smuggler Token: At the end of the Planning phase, the Rebel 
player may assign the smuggler token to another one of his 
ships. When the smuggler token is assigned to a new ship, 
discard all tracking tokens from the previous ship.

objectives
Rebel Victory: Collect
three container tokens
next to your Ship cards
for a Major Victory.
Collect 2 container
tokens for a Minor
Victory.
Imperial Victory: All
three containers must
flee off the Rebel edge
of the play area for a
Major Victory. 2
containers must flee of
the Rebel edge of the
play area for a Minor
Victory. You may win
even if all of your ships
are destroyed.
If time is called the
player who as captured
the most tokens or
escorted the most off the board wins. If both players have the 
same vale they score a draw.
Margin of Victory: The Margin of Victory is calculated as a 
normal dogfight.



Mission 3  preystalker (slave 1)–
On Tatooine, the cantinas are empty thanks to the latest 
Holonet transmission – a high price has been set on the leader 
of the Rebel forces desperately fleeing the area. Scum and 
villainy across the planet scramble to claim the bounty. But the
best hunters have already found their prey, assailing the Rebel 
squadron as it turns to face the relentless pursuit.

Play time: 75 minutes

Mission Setup
Rebel: 150 squad points. When the Rebel player builds his 
squad, he must choose one of his ships to have a bounty. The 
squad point cost of this ship is doubled. Regardless of the 
number of Elite Pilot Talent icons in its upgrade bar, treat this 
ship as having two Elite Pilot Talent upgrade icons. Reduce the
combined cost of all Upgrade cards equipped to the ship by 10 
(to a minimum of 0). The cost of upgrade cards is not doubled.

Imperial: 90 Squad Points. This may be an Imperial or Scum 
and Villainy fleet (not mixed).

The Rebel player places his ships anywhere in the play area 
that is not within Range 1-3 of the Rebel or Imperial edges of 
the play area as depicted in the setup diagram. Each ship placed
by the Rebel player receives one stress token. Deployed ships 
must have the front facing towards the Rebel edge of the board.

Then the Rebel player inserts the bounty token into
the tower of the Rebel ship's base that he chose
during squad building. The bounty ship must be
deployed as a standalone ship.



Then the Imperial player places his ships within Range 1-3 of 
the Imperial edge of the play area. These may have any facing.

Special Rules
There are no special rules
for this mission.

objectives
Rebel Victory: Destroy all
imperial ships without
your bounty ship being
destroyed. Major victory
for 5 scenario points.
Imperial Victory: Destroy
the ship with the bounty
and have at least one ship
remaining on the board.
Major victory for 5
scenario points.

Any other result is a Draw
for both players.

Margin of Victory: Rebel
Margin of Victory are determined by the points cost of 
destroyed Imperial fleet ships. Imperial Margin of Victory are 
determined by a percentage of destroyed hull and shields of the
prey from their starting total multiplied by 90. All fractions are 
rounded down. The Margin of Victory baseline is 90.



mission 4  MAJor battle–
The battle has been raging. Both sides have decided now must 
be final battle, everything is thrown in.

Play time: 90 minutes

Mission Setup
Rebel: 150 Squad Points

Imperial: 150 Squad Points

The fleet that has won the most battles in the previous rounds 
has initiative. 

Starting with the player with initiative each player will deploy 
one obstacle token. Each token may not be placed within 
Range 1-2 of any edge or Range 1 of each other. Each token 
must be different.

Then the initiative side will deploy up to 100 squad points of 
their fleet within Range 1 of their starting edge. The opposing 
fleet will then deploy up to 100 squad points of their fleet 
within Range 1 of their starting edge.  The 100 squad point 
limit applies to the total cost of ship. The player may deploy 
less than the 100 points but must deploy at least 80 points 
worth of ships.

Special Rules
At the end of the end phase of Round 2 the Rebel player will 
roll a single attack die. On a hit  or critical  the initiative 
player will deploy his remaining forces on the neutral edge to 
his left, otherwise he will deploy his forces to his right. The 
deployed forces must be  placed within Range 1 of the edge 



and no closer than Range 1 of any enemy ship or any obstacle 
token. The opposing player will then do the same on the other 
edge. Ships are deployed without any special tokens or actions 
applied to them.

Any ship that is unable to be deployed must be held in reserve 
until the end of the next end phase where it may be deployed 
again. The players may deploy on their starting edge or the 
assigned neutral edge from that turn onwards.

objectives:
Victory: Destroy 24 or more squad points of enemy to secure a
major victory. Secure a minor victory for 1 to 23 points. A draw
for equal points lost.

Margin of Victory: Match points are earned as if a regular 
dogfight except the differences are calculated from 150 instead 
of 100.



Mirror matches
The following are the win conditions for mirror matches:

Round 1
Rebel verus Rebel – Each fleet is assigned 3 mine tokens woth 
3 vitory points each. Play the campaign as normal.
Imperial versus Imperial – play a normal dogfight match but 
with a MoV centre of 115 points.

Round 2
No difference, one player will randomly be determined to be 
the escorting force.

Round 3
Rebel versus Rebel – play a normal dogfight match. Count the 
bounty ship as the points it costed. MoV centre will be adjusted
by percentages to 100 points.

Round 4
No difference, one player will randomly be determined to be on
the side of the winning fleet. 

RANKING
First round allocations will be random. All matches will be 
between Rebel and Imperial forces. Subsequent rounds will see
the top placed Rebel versus the top placed Imperial and 
working down the match ups. No player will play another 
player more than once and match-ups may be adjusted to 
ensure this.

Match Points are calculated by subtracting the points destroyed
by the winner from the points destroyed of the loser. The 
difference is then added to the Match Point Base for the winner
and subtract for the loser. The Match Point Base is 50% of the 



squad points value for the level or specified in the scenario 
objectives.

In the event of odd players the lowest place person receives a 
bye and scores a Match Win and Margin Points * 1.5. They will
score no fleet victory points. A player will not have a bye more 
than once.

In the event that the Rebel and Imperial factions are not even 
then the excess members of the faction will fight the current 
round mission between themselves. They will score their 
ranking points but will add no fleet victory points. One random
player will be treated as the Rebel player.

The winning faction will be determined on the total number of 
fleet victory points. One fleet victory point is earned for each 
victory of that faction in the rounds.

Each fleet will have a first and second place winner based on 
their tournament points and Margin of Victory. The total 
winner is the player with the most tournament points and 
Margin of Victory.

Due to the nature of Lightspeed the best players may be allied 
and may not have played against each other. Lightspeed 
determines the best pilot of one faction against the best pilots 
of the other faction.

Miniatures and components
All miniatures are to be official X-Wing Battles miniatures 
excluding epic ships. Custom bases and rulers will be allowed 
if they measure exactly the same as the core components. Each 
player must have their own set of measurement and movement 
rulers, tokens, ship, upgrade and damage cards. Players must 



have a minimum of 3 attack and defence dice each. 

Players may use original or printed copies of any pilot or 
upgrade card. Non-original cards must match the size and 
details of the original or errata version. Upgrades must be 
represented as separate cards; listings on a sheet can't be used 
as they can't represent used or destroyed states.

FFG supplied damage decks must be used. A player may select 
either a deck from either core set. The set must be used for all 
battles for the day.

Discussion Forum
Discussion will be on the WargamerAU forums at the 
following topic:
SA Tournaments → Group North Events → Lightspeed, 
Episode 7

Updates will also be posted on the groups Facebook and 
Google+ pages, or at the official Group North Historical 
Wargames Society website.

location

Please note: Drive down
Purling Avenue and take the
first left, this will take you onto
Woomera Ave. When you see
the Arrow Manufacturing
building turn left and the club
is right next to the entrance.

Google Maps location.

https://goo.gl/maps/wKThm
http://www.groupnorth.club/
http://www.groupnorth.club/
https://www.facebook.com/events/236482923383888/
http://www.wargamerau.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=185299
http://www.wargamerau.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=185299

